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Region 10 and ERT Units ConductRegion 10 and ERT Units Conduct 
Polluted Water Dive OperationsPolluted Water Dive Operations 
 Support of Superfund, Clean Water Act, andSupport of Superfund, Clean Water Act, and 

Regional initiatives, through criminal and civilRegional initiatives, through criminal and civil 
investigations, surveys, and sampling.investigations, surveys, and sampling. 

 R10 since 1968, ERT since 1978R10 since 1968, ERT since 1978 
 3 part module3 part module 

 Comparison of federal programsComparison of federal programs 
 Decon study on the Viking drysuitDecon study on the Viking drysuit 
 EPA polluted water protocolsEPA polluted water protocols 



Comparison of EPA, USN, Army,Comparison of EPA, USN, Army, 

USCG, and NOAAUSCG, and NOAA 

 Dive sites and diveDive sites and dive 
planningplanning 

 Training in pollutedTraining in polluted 
water divingwater diving 

 PPE and deconPPE and decon 
 Medical monitoringMedical monitoring 


and immunizationsand immunizations
 



Comparison of EPA, USN, Army,Comparison of EPA, USN, Army, 

USCG, and NOAAUSCG, and NOAA
 

 Dive sites and dive planningDive sites and dive planning 
 Training in polluted water divingTraining in polluted water diving 
 PPE and deconPPE and decon 
 Medical monitoring and immunizationsMedical monitoring and immunizations 



Dive SitesDive Sites 

 Army, USN, NOAA,Army, USN, NOAA, 
USCG, and EPA allUSCG, and EPA all 
conduct diveconduct dive 
operations inoperations in 
enclosed bodies ofenclosed bodies of 
waterwater 

 USN conducts overUSN conducts over 
40,000 dives/year40,000 dives/year 
in harborsin harbors 

 Near cities,Near cities, 
frequent CSOs arefrequent CSOs are 
present at thesepresent at these 
dive sitesdive sites 



DiveDive 
PlanningPlanning 

 Outfall locations (industrial,Outfall locations (industrial, 
stormwater, sewer)stormwater, sewer) 

 Types of industrial dischargesTypes of industrial discharges 
(envirofacts)(envirofacts) 

 Effects of exposure, chemicalEffects of exposure, chemical 
properties (CAMEO/NIOSHproperties (CAMEO/NIOSH 
data)data) 

 Typical bacterial countsTypical bacterial counts 
(BEACH program)(BEACH program) 

 NOAANOAA’’s mussel watchs mussel watch 
 Superfund data for manySuperfund data for many 

harbor sitesharbor sites 



Stormwater isStormwater is 

ContaminatedContaminated
 

•Pet waste 

•Oil 

•Metals 

•PAHs 

•Over 100,000 metric 
tons of toxic chemicals 
per year in Puget Sound 
(Seattle Times, 2009) 



Contaminant LevelsContaminant Levels
 

 Sediment levels change slowlySediment levels change slowly--testing cantesting can 
be usefulbe useful 

 Water column levels of contamination canWater column levels of contamination can 
change in minuteschange in minutes--testing is moot astesting is moot as 
conditions change rapidlyconditions change rapidly 

 How much bottom interaction is dictatedHow much bottom interaction is dictated 
by the dive operation?by the dive operation? 



Dive PlanningDive Planning 
ComparisonComparison 

 Many entities believe that polluted water onlyMany entities believe that polluted water only 
exists if lab tests have confirmed contaminationexists if lab tests have confirmed contamination 

 ““Polluted waterPolluted water”” is a term for most referring tois a term for most referring to 
extreme conditions, rather than everyday onesextreme conditions, rather than everyday ones 

 Dynamic nature of polluted water not wellDynamic nature of polluted water not well 
understood, e.g.understood, e.g. ““how can I test for that?how can I test for that?”” 

 Most not aware of a variety of online diveMost not aware of a variety of online dive 
planning tools availableplanning tools available 

 Only USN and EPA have a manual for pollutedOnly USN and EPA have a manual for polluted 
water diving, which includes dive planningwater diving, which includes dive planning 
informationinformation 

 Heat stress is an overriding dive planningHeat stress is an overriding dive planning 
concern for most nonconcern for most non--EPA entitiesEPA entities 



Comparison of EPA, USN, Army,Comparison of EPA, USN, Army, 
USCG, and NOAAUSCG, and NOAA 

 Dive sites and dive planningDive sites and dive planning 
 Training in polluted water divingTraining in polluted water diving 
 PPE and deconPPE and decon 
 Medical monitoring and immunizationsMedical monitoring and immunizations 



Dive TrainingDive Training
 

 Recognition ofRecognition of 
polluted water divingpolluted water diving 

 Means to mitigate orMeans to mitigate or 

avoid exposure foravoid exposure for 

divers and tendersdivers and tenders
 

 How to manage heatHow to manage heat 
stress endemic tostress endemic to 
PPEPPE 



Dive TrainingDive Training 
ComparisonComparison 

 Most federal entities do notMost federal entities do not 
offer comprehensive diveoffer comprehensive dive 
training for polluted watertraining for polluted water 
divingdiving 

 USN divers undergo chemicalUSN divers undergo chemical 
and biological warfareand biological warfare 
training, which does help intraining, which does help in 
some ways (e.g. decon)some ways (e.g. decon) 

 Most federal entities needMost federal entities need 
improvement on how to planimprovement on how to plan 
a dive, use PPE, and managea dive, use PPE, and manage 
heat stress.heat stress. 



Comparison of EPA, USN, Army,Comparison of EPA, USN, Army, 

USCG, and NOAAUSCG, and NOAA
 

 Dive sites and dive planningDive sites and dive planning 
 Training in polluted water divingTraining in polluted water diving 
 PPE and deconPPE and decon 
 Medical monitoring and immunizationsMedical monitoring and immunizations 



Personal Protective EquipmentPersonal Protective Equipment 

(PPE)(PPE) 

 Means to separate the diver andMeans to separate the diver and 
tender from the divetender from the dive 
environment is key (e.g. USNenvironment is key (e.g. USN 
cat 1&2)cat 1&2) 

 FFM mated to drysuit offersFFM mated to drysuit offers 
some protection from dermal,some protection from dermal, 
ingestion, inhalationingestion, inhalation 

 Use of slick rubber materialsUse of slick rubber materials 
allows for deconallows for decon 

 Use of a neck dam essentiallyUse of a neck dam essentially 
allows ingestion and inhalationallows ingestion and inhalation 
of contaminated waterof contaminated water 

 Unknown circumstances shouldUnknown circumstances should 
dictate use of at least a FFM,dictate use of at least a FFM, 
dryhood, drysuit, and dryglovesdryhood, drysuit, and drygloves 



DeconDecon 

••Potable water rinse is very effective withPotable water rinse is very effective with 

decon compatible equipment for microbesdecon compatible equipment for microbes
 
••Neoprene materials cannot be cleaned andNeoprene materials cannot be cleaned and 
need to be managed accordinglyneed to be managed accordingly 
••Protecting the tenders should receiveProtecting the tenders should receive 
equal priorityequal priority 
••The boat needs to be divided in to a hotThe boat needs to be divided in to a hot 
zone, contaminant reduction zone, andzone, contaminant reduction zone, and 
clean zoneclean zone 



PPE and DeconPPE and Decon 

ComparisonComparison
 

••NOAA currently does notNOAA currently does not 
posses decon compatibleposses decon compatible 
PPEPPE 
••Army(?) and EPA practiceArmy(?) and EPA practice 
potable water decon atpotable water decon at 
suspect sitessuspect sites 
••USN has a dramaticUSN has a dramatic 
““jumpjump”” in PPE from cat. 2in PPE from cat. 2 
to cat. 4 vs. EPA FFMto cat. 4 vs. EPA FFM 
approach with dryhoodapproach with dryhood 
••USN, Army, USCG citeUSN, Army, USCG cite 
heat stress as an overridingheat stress as an overriding 
concern in not upgradingconcern in not upgrading 
PPE, even in unknownPPE, even in unknown 
waterswaters 



Comparison of EPA, USN, Army,Comparison of EPA, USN, Army, 

USCG, and NOAAUSCG, and NOAA
 

 Dive sites and dive planningDive sites and dive planning 
 Training in polluted water divingTraining in polluted water diving 
 PPE and deconPPE and decon 
 Medical monitoring and immunizationsMedical monitoring and immunizations 



Exposure History &Exposure History & 

ImmunizationsImmunizations 

 Exposure history is needed toExposure history is needed to 
determine the nature ofdetermine the nature of 
chemical or biologicalchemical or biological 
exposure that has occurredexposure that has occurred 

 Immunizations should beImmunizations should be 
given for divers that maygiven for divers that may 
encounter diluted sewage,encounter diluted sewage, 
which is present in harborwhich is present in harbor 
environments, regardless ofenvironments, regardless of 
days of diving exposuredays of diving exposure 



ExposureExposure 

MonitoringMonitoring
 

 OSHA dictates that 30OSHA dictates that 30 
days or more ofdays or more of 
polluted water divingpolluted water diving 
per year requiresper year requires 
medical monitoring formedical monitoring for 
chemical/biologicalchemical/biological 
exposureexposure 

 Exposure historyExposure history 
adjusts blood testadjusts blood test 
analysesanalyses 



Medical Monitoring andMedical Monitoring and 
Immunization ComparisonImmunization Comparison 

 Most federal programs conduct physicalMost federal programs conduct physical 
fitness only medical monitoring (only EPAfitness only medical monitoring (only EPA 
monitoring for other exposure)monitoring for other exposure) 

 Most federal programs conduct some level ofMost federal programs conduct some level of 
polluted water diving, but do not conductpolluted water diving, but do not conduct 
exposure monitoring for chemical or biologicalexposure monitoring for chemical or biological 
vectorsvectors 

 Army and EPA provide immunizations forArmy and EPA provide immunizations for 
likely polluted water exposureslikely polluted water exposures 



SummarySummary
 

Federal Dive 
Program 

Planning Training PPE/ 
Decon 

Medical 
Monitoring 
& 

Immunization 

EPA √ √ √ √ 
USCG √ 
NOAA √ 
Army √ √* √* 
Navy √ √ √ 



RecommendationsRecommendations 
1.1.	 Develop an explicit set of dive planning tools to use as aDevelop an explicit set of dive planning tools to use as a 

checklistchecklist 
2.2.	 Provide trainingProvide training 
3.3.	 Adapt and adopt USN/EPA polluted water PPEAdapt and adopt USN/EPA polluted water PPE 

standards, or similarstandards, or similar 
4.4.	 Update standard decontamination protocolsUpdate standard decontamination protocols 
5.5.	 Develop an exposure monitoring program for missionDevelop an exposure monitoring program for mission 

oriented dives in polluted water (e.g. USN, USCG), andoriented dives in polluted water (e.g. USN, USCG), and 
contingency protocols for those inadvertently conductingcontingency protocols for those inadvertently conducting 
polluted water dives (e.g. NOAA)polluted water dives (e.g. NOAA) 

6.6.	 Develop reporting processes to evaluate procedures usedDevelop reporting processes to evaluate procedures used
 



Questions/ Comments?Questions/ Comments? 
Sean Sheldrake (206) 553Sean Sheldrake (206) 553--12201220 
sheldrake.sean@epa.govsheldrake.sean@epa.gov 
EPA Region 10 Dive UnitEPA Region 10 Dive Unit 
Google,Google, ““EPA DIVE TEAMEPA DIVE TEAM”” 

mailto:sheldrake.sean@epa.gov

